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Abstract

Prenatal alcohol exposure can result in long-term cognitive and behavioral deficits. Fetal alcohol 

spectrum disorder (FASD) refers to a range of permanent birth defects caused by prenatal alcohol 

exposure, and is the most common neurodevelopmental disorder in the US. Studies by autopsy 

and conventional structural MRI indicate that the midline structures of the brain are particularly 

vulnerable to prenatal alcohol exposure. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has shown that 

abnormalities in brain white matter especially the corpus callosum are very common in FASD. 

Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is a novel technique that measures tissue’s magnetic 

property. Such magnetic property is affected by tissue microstructure and molecular composition 

including that of myelin in the white matter. In this work, we studied three major white matter 

fiber bundles of a mouse model of FASD and compared it to control mice using both QSM and 

DTI. QSM revealed clear and significant abnormalities in anterior commissure, corpus callosum, 

and hippocampal commissure, which were likely due to reduced myelination. Our data also 

suggested that QSM may be even more sensitive than DTI for examining changes due to prenatal 

alcohol exposure. Although this is a preclinical study, the technique of QSM is readily translatable 

to human brain.
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Introduction

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) is an umbrella term used to describe the range of 

structural and functional defects that result from prenatal alcohol exposure. Included are 

long-term cognitive and behavioral abnormalities such as deficits in memory and attention 

(Streissguth et al., 1994), impairments in language ability (Steinhausen et al., 1982), fine 

motor dysfunction (Kyllerman et al., 1985), executive function deficits (Connor et al., 2000; 

Noland et al., 2003), and low intelligence (Alati et al., 2008). It is estimated that FASD 

occurs in as many as 2–5% of young school children in the US and Western Europe (May et 

al., 2007). Although FASD is a very common developmental disorder, our understanding of 

the associated brain abnormalities present within this spectrum remains incomplete.

Clinical and basic research has shown that prenatal alcohol exposure can affect multiple 

aspects of brain development including neurogenesis, gliogenesis, and myelination (Miller., 

1988; Miller., 1993; Phillips, 1989). Conventional structural MRI has revealed both brain 

dysmorphology and volumetric changes (Lebel et al., 2011), with abnormalities involving 

median brain structures being frequently noted. In fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), the 

syndrome that is at the severe end of the FASD spectrum, the corpus callosum is commonly 

affected (Swayze et al., 1997; Bookstein et al., 2002). Employing DTI to quantify 

abnormalities in the white matter fiber tracts of prenatal alcohol-exposed human brains, Ma 

et al (2005) reported lower fractional anisotropy and higher mean diffusivity (MD) in the 

genu and splenium of the corpus callosum than in controls. A number of more recent DTI 

studies have confirmed the vulnerability of the corpus callosum to prenatal alcohol-

exposure-induced damage (Wozniak et al., 2006; Sowell et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2008; Li 

et al., 2009; Wozniak et al., 2009). In addition, DTI analyses employing tract-based spatial 

statistics (TBSS) have found reduced FA values in other white matter regions including the 

cingulate (Sowell et al., 2008) and superior-frontal tracts connecting the occipital lobe with 

inferior frontal and parietal lobes (Fryer et al., 2009). The reduced FA and increased radial 

diffusivity (RD) (Li et al., 2009) have largely been attributed to reduced myelination.

Myelin may also be studied based on the magnetic susceptibility property of white matter 

quantitatively and at high spatial resolution. It has been suggested that susceptibility may be 

even more sensitive and specific to myelination in the white matter than diffusion metrics. 

Liu et al (2011) reported that loss of myelin sheath around axons in a transgenic 

dysmyelinating shiverer mice led to a near complete loss of phase and susceptibility 

contrasts between gray and white matter while FA and radial diffusivity were reduced by 

less than 20%. These results suggest that myelin is the predominant source of susceptibility 

difference between deep gray and white matter. In a recent study, Lodygensky et al (2012) 

evaluated phase contrast changes during early development of mouse brains. They showed 

that phase contrast correlated with myelin content assessed by histology, while the gray-
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white matter phase contrast remains unchanged after iron extraction. Lee et al also showed 

that frequency contrast is substantially reduced in mice with significant myelin loss induced 

by a cuprizone diet (Lee et al., 2012). In addition, magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of the 

white matter is thought to directly reflect the contents of myelin lipids (Li et al., 2012). 

Together, these studies indicated the potential value of magnetic susceptibility for imaging 

myelin.

In this study we quantitatively evaluated magnetic susceptibility of white matter in a mouse 

model of prenatal alcohol exposure (Godin et al., 2010). This mice model mimics human 

prenatal alcohol exposure occurred at the middle through the end of the third week of brain 

development, when the fetus brain undergoes its final growth spurt. Automatic ROI-based 

analysis was employed to assess quantitative susceptibility values of major midline fiber 

tracts in FASD and control groups using DTI and QSM, respectively. Furthermore, 

susceptibility anisotropy of major white matter fiber bundles was also evaluated and 

compared between the two groups. Volume changes of corresponding major white tracts 

were also measured. The study demonstrated that QSM can detect abnormalities in brain 

white matter in this FASD model and suggest that it may be even more sensitive than DTI.

Methods

Animal model

All procedures involving animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee (IACUC) of at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke 

University. The procedures employed for prenatal ethanol exposure were the same as 

described by Godin et al (2010). Briefly, female C57BL/6J mice purchased from The 

Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) were housed in a temperature and humidity-

controlled AAALAC-approved environment. Standard laboratory chow and water was 

available ad libitum. For breeding, 1–2 females were placed with one male for 2 hours. 

Detection of a copulation plug was defined as gestation day 0 (GD 0). On the beginning of 

GD 7, pregnant dams were randomly assigned to either an ethanol or control group, 

weighed, and administered either an intraperitoneal (ip) dose of 25% ethanol (2.9 g/kg) or an 

equivalent dose of Ringer’s solution. Four hours later a second ethanol or Ringer’s solution 

dose of equal volume and concentration was administered to each of the dams in the 

respective groups. This ethanol administration paradigm has previously been employed, 

yielding a mean peak blood ethanol concentration (BEC) of 440 mg/dl. This ethanol 

concentration is high enough to induce a range of CNS abnormalities without substantially 

increasing resorption with the objective of identifying even the most severe consequence of 

ethanol’s dysmorphogenic effects (Godin et al., 2010). Following ethanol or Ringer’s 

solution administration, dams were left undisturbed until birth.

The first day after birth was denoted as postnatal day 1 (PN1). All the litters were 

maintained in a central animal care facility with a 12-hour light/dark cycle and offered free 

access to water and food. On PN45, two group pups (7 with prenatal alcohol exposure and 7 

with prenatal Ringer’s solution exposure) were selected randomly as the ethanol group and 

the control group, respectively.
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Magnetic resonance imaging

Brains were perfused using a transcardial access with a 1:10 mixture of ProHance-buffered 

formalin. Specimens were immersed in buffered formalin for 24 hours and then moved to a 

1:200 solution of ProHance/salin to shorten T1 and reduce scan time. Specimens were 

scanned at 9.4 T (Oxford 8.9-cm vertical bore; GE 12.5X EXCITE console) using a 3D 

spoiled-gradient-recalled (SPGR) sequence. The scan parameters were: matrix size = 

512×256×256, FOV = 22×11×11 mm3, flip angle = 90°, TE = 4.432 ms, TR = 50 ms, scan 

time = 54.6 minutes. Diffusion tensor images (DTI) were acquired using a diffusion-

weighted 3D spin-echo sequence (Jiang et al., 2010) with the same FOV and matrix size. 

The other parameters were: TE = 12 ms, TR = 100 ms. One image volume was acquired 

without diffusion weighting. Six diffusion-encoding directions were used at a b-value of 

1500 s/mm2 to allow the calculation of diffusion tensor. The encoding directions were (1 0 

1), (1 0 −1), (1 1 0), (1 −1 0), (0 1 1) and (0, 1 −1). Total scan time for DTI was 12 hours 

and 45 minutes.

Data analyses

Taking into consideration the limited sample size (n = 7 per group), all images were down-

sampled to 60 micron isotropic spatial resolution from the native 43 micron resolution to 

ensure sufficient SNR (representing a 65% increase in the SNR of magnitude images). The 

diffusion-weighted images (DWI) from all directions were averaged to obtain an isotropic 

diffusion weighted image and used to extract the brain tissue by thresholding. Although the 

non-diffusion weighted image can also be used for brain extraction, we found that the 

isotropic weighted image was more convenient as it suppressed fluid and tissues outside the 

brain. All phase and susceptibility analysis were conducted in STI Suite (Duke University) 

(Li et al., 2014). Specifically, the phase of the SPGR data was unwrapped using a Laplacian-

based phase unwrapping method (Li et al, 2011). The background phase was removed using 

the V-SHARP method, using the DWI-determined mask as an input (Li et al, 2011; Li et al, 

2014; Wu et al, 2012). Magnetic susceptibility was then obtained from the local tissue phase 

by solving an inverse problem using the LSQR method (Li et al. 2011). DTI parameters 

including FA values, MD values and eigenvalues, eigenvectors were computed as previously 

defined (Basser et al, 1996). All computations were conducted in Matlab R2010a 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA).

The calculated quantitative susceptibility maps and DTI-derived parameters were then 

analyzed as outlined in Fig 1. Specifically, FMRIB’s Nonlinear Image Registration Tool 

(FNIRT) (Oxford University, UK) was used to spatially register the native images to a 

standard-space template in the Waxholm Space (Johnson et al, 2010) (step 1). The 

transformation matrix was optimized based on the registration performed on the magnitude 

images of the gradient echo data. Masks for regions of interest (ROI) in selected white 

matter fiber bundles were automatically segmented using a previously defined brain atlas 

(Ali et al., 2005; Badea et al., 2007). These ROI masks included anterior commissure, 

corpus callosum, and hippocampal commissure. Reverse transformation into each subject’s 

native space was carried out using invwarp (step 2). The extracted ROIs were also 

transformed back to the original images including susceptibility images and DTI images 

(step 3). The accuracy of the transformation was visually inspected for each map using the 
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ITK-SNAP software (Yushkevich et al., 2006). ROIs that clearly exceeded the tissue 

boundary were revised accordingly (only one mouse in the ethanol group was manually 

revised for the ROI of hippocampal commissure). These analysis procedures were 

performed without knowledge of the group categories (ethanol or control). Volumes of ROIs 

including anterior commissure, corpus callosum, and hippocampal commissure were 

measured for each subject.

Magnetic susceptibility anisotropy of these fiber structures were analyzed following Eq. [1], 

which describes the relationship between susceptibility (χ) of white matter fiber bundles and 

the fibers angle (α) with respect to the main magnetic field. (Liu et al., 2012).

[1]

In Eq. [1], χ0 is a baseline isotropic susceptibility; Δχmax denotes the maximum 

susceptibility variations (or susceptibility anisotropy) for white matter fiber when imaged at 

different directions. Fiber angles were measured as the angle between the major eigenvector 

of the diffusion tensor and the B0 direction. By plotting magnetic susceptibility of different 

voxels within white matter fibers against sin2α, Δχmax was estimated with a least-square 

fitting.

Statistics

Statistical analysis for the correlation was performed with SPSS (16.0.2 SPSS Inc.) Data are 

presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Unpaired Student t-test was used for 

comparisons between the ethanol group and the control group. P value less than 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant, and P value less than 0.001 was considered statistically 

highly significant.

Results

Volume of major white matter tracts

The volumes of ROIs were measured and compared between the ethanol group and the 

control group. As described in Table 1, for the ethanol group, the volume of anterior 

commissure was found significantly reduced (P<0.05) by 23 % compared to the control 

group. However, there were no significant differences in the volumes of the corpus callosum 

and hippocampal commissure between the two groups.

Prenatal ethanol exposure significantly decreases susceptibility contrast between gray 
and white matter

Fig. 2 shows a representative set of susceptibility maps covering all three ROIs for the 

ethanol group and control group. Consistent with previous studies, white matter exhibits 

largely negative susceptibility (i.e. being diamagnetic) while gray matter exhibits largely 

positive susceptibility (i.e. being paramagnetic). This difference results in a strong 

susceptibility contrast between gray and white matter in the control mice. Overall, compared 

to the ethanol group, the control mice visually exhibit higher susceptibility contrast between 

gray matter and white matter. The ethanol group has clearly reduced susceptibility contrast 
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in all three ROIs including anterior commissure (Fig. 2A&B), corpus callosum (Fig. 

2C&D), and the hippocampal commissure (Fig. 2E&F). The reduced susceptibility contrast 

in the ethanol group is due to increased magnetic susceptibility of white matter. In other 

words, white matter in the ethanol group becomes less diamagnetic while gray matter 

remains paramagnetic, thus resulting in the reduced gray and white matter contrast. On 

average, the susceptibility values (mean ± standard deviation) changed from (−6.83±1.77)

×10−2 ppm, (−3.00±0.81)×10−2 ppm, and (−4.36±1.82)×10−2 ppm in the control group to 

(−3.82±0.78)×10−2 ppm, (−2.19±0.68)×10−2 ppm, and (−2.59±1.25)×10−2 ppm in the 

ethanol group for the anterior commissure, the corpus callosum, and the hippocampal 

commissure, respectively (Table 1). These values represent an increase of magnetic 

susceptibility (or reduction of the amplitude of susceptibility values as they are negative) in 

the ethanol group by 44.1%, 27.1%, and 40.6% in the anterior commissure, corpus callosum, 

and hippocampal commissure respectively (Table 1). Significant differences (P<0.05) were 

observed in all three ROIs for susceptibility values between the two groups, with a 

particularly large difference (P<0.001) in the anterior commissure (Fig. 4A).

Insignificant difference in DTI parameters

No significant visual distinction was identified on the FA maps for all three ROIs between 

the ethanol group and the control group (Fig. 3). Though the corpus callosum is vulnerable 

to prenatal alcohol exposure-induced damage, the FA maps of the ethanol group still showed 

a strong contrast between gray matter and white matter (Fig. 3C). The average FA values 

(mean ± standard deviation) in the control group were 0.58±0.11, 0.53±0.06, and 0.58±0.06 

in the anterior commissure, the corpus callosum, and the hippocampal commissure, 

respectively (Table 1). In the ethanol group, the corresponding values were 0.56±0.04, 

0.52±0.05, and 0.57±0.04. The differences are statistically insignificant (P>0.05) as 

illustrated in Fig. 4B.

Similarly, no statistical significant differences were found in the mean diffusivity in the 

anterior commissure, corpus callosum and hippocampal commissure between the two groups 

(Table 1). Likewise, no differences were observed in either radial or axial diffusivity (AD) 

between the two groups (P>0.05) (Table 1).

Changes in magnetic susceptibility anisotropy

Fig. 5 plots the magnetic susceptibility values as a function of the fiber angle for one 

representative pair of ethanol-exposed and control mice. For both the control and the ethanol 

group, magnetic susceptibility decreased monotonously as the fiber angle increased 

following a sine-squared relationship, as predicted by the theory (Liu et al., 2012). However, 

the rates of decrease (i.e. the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy) were generally higher in the 

control group. Fig. 6 compared the fitted maximum susceptibility variations (Δχmax), i.e. the 

susceptibility anisotropy, between the two groups. The absolute values of Δχmax were 

decreased in the ethanol group in both the anterior commissure and hippocampal 

commissure (Table 1). The difference was significant (p=0.05) in the hippocampal 

commissure between two groups (Fig. 6).
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Discussion

In this study, we showed that magnetic susceptibility is sensitive to white matter changes 

induced by prenatal alcohol exposure in a commonly used mouse model. Our study focused 

on midline structures that are known to be affected by prenatal alcohol exposure. We found 

significantly increased magnetic susceptibility in three major midline white matter structures 

including corpus callosum, anterior commissure and hippocampal commissure, resulting in 

reduced susceptibility contrast with surrounding gray matter. Susceptibility anisotropy was 

also significantly decreased in hippocampal commissure. In comparison, no statistically 

significant changes were observed in DTI parameters within our sample.

Volume reduction of anterior commissure in mice white matter with FASD

A variety of evidences suggest that white matter is a specific target of alcohol-induced 

damage in brain. Autopsy studies and conventional structural MRI reported the reduction of 

volumes in white matter in FASD (Clarren., 1981; Archibald et al., 2001; Lebel et al., 2011). 

In current study, we observed a significant reduction of volume in anterior commissure, 

which was consistent with previous studies on the morphological damage in white matter in 

prenatal alcohol exposed mice. Our analysis however did not evaluate potential changes in 

specific fiber tracts or segments of fiber tracts, nor the total volume of the entire white 

matter.

Insignificant differences in DTI parameters

DTI is a widely used technique for imaging white matter microstructure and connectivity, in 

both healthy brains and brains affected by various diseases and disorders. Previous studies 

have shown that DTI parameters are altered by prenatal alcohol exposure. For example, it 

has been generally reported that FA decreases in major white matter tracts in children 

(approximately 10 years of age) with FASD (Sowell et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2008). The 

reported percentage changes are however generally very small, e.g. a 4–8% change of FA as 

reported in Lebel et al (2008). The mice imaged in this study were 45 (postnatal) days old, 

which is equivalent to an age of 10–12 years in humans. Within the group of mice (n=7) 

studied here, a slight decrease in FA and increase in RD was observed in the ethanol group 

for all three ROIs, though statistically insignificant (P>0.05). Prenatal alcohol exposure may 

result in reduction of myelinated axons in a mouse model and the humans (Poster., 1973; 

Alling et al., 1980; Parson and Sojitra., 1995). However, myelin is not the dominant 

contributing factor to FA and MD (Gulani et al., 2001;). Although RD is considered more 

specific to assess myelin in white matter than FA (Song et al., 2005), myelination still 

affects less than 20% of diffusion anisotropy. In addition, the current mouse model only 

evaluated the effect of a single exposure whereas human subjects are typically exposed to 

alcohol much more frequently. This may be another factor contributing to the insignificant 

differences in DTI parameters found in this study.

Significantly decreased magnetic susceptibility contrast and susceptibility anisotropy

We observed a significant increase of susceptibility (P<0.05) in all three ROIs that were 

examined (anterior commissure, corpus callosum, and hippocampal commissure) in the 

ethanol group compared to the control group, resulting in reduction of susceptibility contrast 
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between these white regions and surrounding gray matter. The significance was especially 

high (P<0.001) in the anterior commissure. Magnetic susceptibility of brain tissues can be 

affected by many sources with iron and proteins as the leading endogenous sources (Duyn et 

al., 2007). Diamagnetic (i.e. negative) susceptibility of white matter is generally believed to 

be caused by myelination. Recently, Liu et al (2011) reported that, in the absence of myelin, 

the susceptibility contrast between gray and white matter nearly extinguished in the shiverer 

mouse model. The relationship between the diamagnetic susceptibility of white matter and 

myelin has also been verified by other studies, e.g. in cuprizone-induced demyelination (Lee 

et al., 2012) and in developing brains (Zhong et al., 2011; Lodygensky et al., 2012; 

Argyridis et al., 2014). These results indicated that the main source of susceptibility contrast 

in white matter is myelin and abnormalities associated with myelin such as demyelination or 

reduced myelin formation will affect the susceptibility contrast in deep white matter. Our 

findings of increased magnetic susceptibility in major white mater fiber bundles are thus 

consistent with previous reports of reduced demyelination in midline white matter in FASD.

In addition, decreased magnetic susceptibility anisotropy was also observed in the ethanol 

group in both the anterior commissure and hippocampal commissure. This was expected 

since susceptibility anisotropy is also induced by myelin. Magnetic susceptibility of white 

matter has been known to be anisotropic (Liu., 2010; Lee et al., 2010). This magnetic 

susceptibility anisotropy was explained by an anisotropic susceptibility of the lipid bilayers 

in the myelin sheath (Li et al., 2012). The observed reduced susceptibility anisotropy is thus 

consistent with the myelin explanation. However, the statistical significance observed in the 

susceptibility anisotropy differences is not as robust as that found in susceptibility maps. 

This reduced robustness is likely due to a couple of reasons. First, the anisotropy is a fitted 

slope of susceptibility vs. fiber orientation while orientation is measured based on DTI. 

Imperfect registration can adversely affect the reliability of the estimate. Second, the 

variation of myelination along a given fiber tract cannot be factored into the analysis due to 

the lack of multi-orientation susceptibility data. Nevertheless, both quantitative 

susceptibility and susceptibility anisotropy supports the idea of compromised myelination 

development in brains affected by prenatal alcohol exposure.

While the alteration of susceptibility and susceptibility anisotropy of the white matter in the 

ethanol group is consistent with the consequences of myelin reduction, such alteration may 

not be solely caused by the reduction of myelin. Other factors including iron deposit and 

axonal packing density may also contribute to susceptibility changes. While iron deposit will 

cause increase of susceptibility, it is unlikely to change susceptibility anisotropy. On the 

other hand, reduced axonal packing density can lead to both increased white matter 

susceptibility and decreased susceptibility anisotropy. In this scenario, while the myelin 

thickness per axon may not change, the average myelin density per imaging voxel is 

reduced. Our current data cannot clearly identify the exact mechanism of the apparently 

reduced total myelination, i.e. whether it’s due to the thinning of myelin sheath or the 

reduced axonal packing density.
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QSM vs. DTI in FASD

A variety of methods including ROI analysis, voxel-based morphometry (VBM), and 

tractography have been performed to explore the microstructural abnormalities in FASD 

using DTI (Ma et al., 2005; Woziniak et al., 2006; Sowell et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; 

Woziniak et al., 2009). Some studies showed poor white matter integrity in some fiber tracts 

due to prenatal alcohol exposure (Sowell et al., 2008; Fryer et al., 2009), while others 

reported no significant differences between FASD subjects and controls. For example, 

Wozniak et al (2006) studied 14 children with FASD and 13 healthy controls. They analyzed 

6 ROIs in corpus callosum, and found no significant differences for FA in all the ROIs 

except increased MD in the isthmus of the corpus callosum in FASD. The relatively small 

number of subjects (14 FASD versus 13 controls) and a narrow age range (10–13years old) 

are possible limitations of that experiment. Another major limitation they referred to is the 

lack of specificity of the technique applied. Similarly, the study by Li et al (2009) also 

reported no significant differences for FA in corpus callosum between participants with mild 

alcohol exposure and controls using voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis; neither did 

they find group differences for MD, AD or RD.

In our study, we did not observe any statistically significant difference in FA or diffusivity 

values between the ethanol group and the control group. On the other hand, we observed 

significant reduction of susceptibility contrast in the ethanol group for all the three ROIs 

albeit with a limited number of subjects (n=7). This reduction is consistent with prior 

histological evidences of reduced myelination in FASD. The improved ability for 

susceptibility to detect reduced myelin content is not surprising as the study of shiverer mice 

has shown that magnetic susceptibility is more sensitive to loss of myelination than diffusion 

parameters (Liu et al., 2011). Besides the corpus callosum, susceptibility contrast is also 

reduced in the anterior commissure and the hippocampal commissure. The corpus callosum, 

the largest midline fiber tract in the brain, has been a major focus of interest in FASD 

imaging studies. While few DTI studies examining abnormalities in the anterior commissure 

and hippocampal commissure have been reported, our findings of reduced susceptibility 

contrast in these structures are consistent with previous gross, histological and MRI studies 

describing their partial or complete agenesis (Jones et al., 1973; Peiffer et al., 1979; 

Higashiyama et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 1996). Taken together, our results suggested that 

magnetic susceptibility maybe a more sensitive marker than DTI parameters for white 

matter abnormalities caused by prenatal alcohol exposure.

Limitations and Future Directions

While our analyses are based on ROIs, VBM is an alternative method that can be used to 

examine whole-brain differences on voxel-by-voxel basis. Because it performs voxel by 

voxel comparison, VBM puts more stringent requirement on the quality of registration 

(Smith et al., 2006). In addition, VBM is most robust when the lesion locations are identical 

between brains; however, it is highly likely that there are anatomical variations in the white 

matter that are affected by prenatal alcohol exposure. Due to the limited sample size, we 

have limited the analysis to selected ROIs which is less susceptible to the aforementioned 

factors. The anterior commissure, corpus callosum, and hippocampal commissure are large 

tracts whose fibers can be traced across many slices, thus allowing more reliable ROI 
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selections. Prenatal alcohol exposure is likely to induce brain dysmorphologies that differ 

from the normal brains. We thus further used nonlinear registration to improve alignment 

with the brain template while quantitative parameters (DTI and QSM) were computed in the 

native space. These procedures avoided errors caused by interpolation and reduced partial 

volume effects. The main partial volume effect occurred at the ROI boundaries which was 

unavoidable due to limited image resolution, but nonetheless is consistent among all images, 

thus does not induce bias. This automatic ROI-based analysis effectively reduced user-

dependent bias in manually outlining ROIs and the errors associated with registration or 

normalization in VBM. However, our analysis was restricted to the three large structures.

Because the mouse brains were perfused with Gadolinium-based contrast agents, the 

susceptibility values measured were influenced by the presence of Gadolinium. Gadolinium 

shortens T1 which allows high-resolution DTI scans to be conducted in a reasonable amount 

of time. A recent study has shown that introducing Gd enhances gray and white matter 

susceptibility contrast (Dibb et al., 2014). However, the sensitivity of magnetic susceptibility 

to demyelination has been demonstrated both ex vivo and in vivo in the absence of any 

contrast agents (Liu et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012). Nevertheless, future histological studies, 

particularly myelin staining, are still needed to verify that the QSM findings are indeed 

related to myelin loss in this specific model of FASD. Such histological data unfortunately 

are not available in this current study due to the retrospective nature of the analysis. In 

addition, the sensitivity of QSM in detecting white matter abnormalities in FASD still needs 

to be verified in native tissues both in vivo and in human patients. Future studies are also 

needed to determine the time course of developmental-dependent myelin content reductions 

as our current study focused on only a single day of alcohol exposure. In addition, because 

of the improved sensitivity, the technique may be useful for detecting changes and plasticity 

associated with postnatal alcohol exposure.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated reduced susceptibility contrast and anisotropy in major midline white 

matter tracts of mouse brains resulting from prenatal alcohol exposure. This reduced 

susceptibility contrast suggests reduced myelin content during brain development. Our data 

further indicates that QSM may be even more sensitive than DTI in detecting abnormalities 

in brain white matter caused by prenatal alcohol exposure. However, further in vivo and 

human studies are needed to validate these findings.
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Highlights

1. Prenatal alcohol exposure significantly reduces susceptibility contrast of the 

brain

2. Prenatal alcohol exposure significantly reduces susceptibility anisotropy of 

white matter

3. Changes in magnetic susceptibility reflects reduced myelination due to alcohol 

exposure

4. Magnetic susceptibility may be more sensitive than DTI for detecting such 

changes
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Fig. 1. 
Image analysis pipeline for automatic ROI analysis. Step 1: Registration of native magnitude 

images to a standard-space template with FNIRT. Step 2: Selection of ROI based on 

predefined template. Step 3: Transformation of the extracted ROIs back to the native image 

space. A: An example of native magnitude image. B: The standard-space template. C: 

Average image (n=7) after registration. D, E, and F show anterior commissure, corpus 

callosum, and hippocampal commissure, respectively. G–I: ROIs (red mask) overlaid on 

native space of QSM and FA maps.
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Fig. 2. 
Comparison of QSM in three representative slices between the ethanol (ETOH) and the 

control (CTRL) group. Clear reduction of white matter and gray matter contrast are visible 

(arrows). (A–B) A slice covering the anterior commissure (AC), (C–D) the corpus callosum 

(CC) and (E–F) the hippocampal commissure (HC).
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Fig. 3. 
Comparison of FA maps in three representative slices between the ethanol and control 

group. The differences in the FA maps are visually less obvious compared to QSM in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. 
Statistical comparison of susceptibility values and FA values in three ROIs between the 

ethanol group and the control group (n = 7). (A) Significant differences were observed in all 

three ROIs between the two groups, in particular with a large difference in anterior 

commissure (AC). ** P <0.001; * P≤0.05. (B) No significant differences were observed for 

FA values in each ROI between the two groups.
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Fig. 5. 
Comparison of susceptibility anisotropy between the ethanol and control group. Orientation 

dependence of magnetic susceptibility is plotted as a function of sin2α where α is the angle 

between the fiber and B0 field. Anisotropy is fitted for three ROIs: the anterior commissure, 

the corpus callosum and the hippocampal commissure of a representative ethanol-exposed 

mouse and a control mouse.
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Fig. 6. 
Statistical comparison of magnetic susceptibility anisotropy in three ROIs. A significant 

difference was observed in the hippocampal commissure between the two groups. 

Susceptibility anisotropy is reduced in the ethanol group. *P≤0.05.
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Table 1

Volume, FA, MD, RD, AD, susceptibility and Δχmax of brain regions in the ethanol group and the control 

group. AC – anterior commissure; CC – corpus callosum; HC – hippocampal commissure.

AC CC HC

ETOH 0.40±0.04 5.94±0.50 1.93±0.47

Volume CTRL 0.52±0.11 6.22±0.57 1.96±0.26

(mm3) P value 0.01* 0.20 0.45

ETOH 0.56±0.04 0.52±0.05 0.57±0.04

FA CTRL 0.58±0.11 0.53±0.06 0.58±0.06

P value 0.29 0.36 0.40

ETOH 0.51±0.13 0.53±0.09 0.53±0.12

MD CTRL 0.46±0.11 0.53±0.11 0.51±0.09

(10−3mm2/s) P value 0.27 0.50 0.34

ETOH 0.34±0.10 0.38±0.07 0.36±0.09

RD CTRL 0.30±0.13 0.37±0.11 0.35±0.11

(10−3mm2/s) P value 0.33 0.46 0.47

ETOH 0.85±0.18 0.83±0.14 0.89±0.18

AD CTRL 0.78±0.46 0.84±0.44 0.82±0.35

(10−3mm2/s) P value 0.37 0.48 0.34

ETOH −3.82±0.78 −2.19±0.68 −2.59±1.25

Susceptibility CTRL −6.83±1.77 −3.00±0.81 −4.36±1.82

(10−2ppm) P value <0.001** 0.03* 0.03*

ETOH −8.15±5.06 −4.88±2.65 −7.97±4.19

Δχmax CTRL −9.96±7.52 −4.58±2.51 −12.41±4.29

(10−2) P value 0.32 0.42 0.05*

Note: n=7. All the data are expressed as mean±SD.

**
P<0.001;

*
P≤0.05
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